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tries—there were a great number of occupations in which
the work was performed away from the workers1 homes \
The York- Another element in the industrial society of the North
was ^e merchant who exercised functions which in the West
Country were the province of the clothiers 2. In this respect
Yorkshire resembled East Anglia, where the merchants
bought ' Norwich stuffs' from the makers and sent them
weekly in carts by common carriers to London, whence
they were " dispersed into all parts of this kingdom and also
exported to foreign parts " 3. The merchants of Yorkshire
were not only assigned an important r61e in the domestic,
system of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, they
were also destined to supersede the working clothiers4
and become the captains of industry of the nineteenth
century.
The doth The business of the merchant was to take into his hands
markets. ^ trading functions and confine the domestic manufacturer
to the purely manual functions. The working clothier had
no direct contact with the consumer, but disposed of the
cloth to dealers in open market. In the Middle Ages cloth
was alwaj^s sold in a public place on fixed days of the week,
and it was an offence against the law to buy or sell cloth
privately. When commodities were sold secretly, the owner
of the market went without his tolls, and the public sale of
cloth also facilitated the work of inspectors whose duty it
was to see that the manufacturers had observed the statutory
regulations as to size and quality designed for the security
of the purchaser5. In London the centre of the cloth trade
was Blackwell Hall, and in other towns a separate place was
set aside for the sale of cloth 6. The serge market held at
Exeter every week in the open street survived down to the
1 On the other hand, " the assemblage of labourers in one workshop "
—which Marx (Capital, chapter xiv.) considered " the prevalent character-
istic form of the capitalist process of production " extending " from the
middle of the sixteenth to the last third of the eighteenth century "—must
not lead us to minimize the importance and extent of the domestic system.
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